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With the Maximo Value Pack, from
day 1, your Maximo system will be
instantly transformed into a more
user friendly, visually appealing, and
more functional solution.
The following features are included
with this value pack:
Maximo Enterprise Asset
Management Users:
- Authorized or Concurrent

Utilities / Tools / Widgets:
- Status Progress Map
- Workflow Progress Map
- Line / Bar Charts
- Dynamic Report Generation
- Download All Attachments
- Two Factor Authentication
- Inbox Assignments Searchable

- Full Use, Limited Use, or Express
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Why settle for standard Maximo
when you can turbo charge your
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Status Progress Map: A visual component that can be added on the header of any
application and can be configured to show the status flow and the
current/past/future statuses to finalize the process.
Workflow Progress Map: A visual component that can be added on the header
any application and can be configured to show all the WF history in a visual
display. It can be auto generated from the WF designer but it needs some manual
adjustment.
Line / Bar Charts: A configurable component that can be used in any application
to visually represent the data. For example, in asset application, the asset meter
reading can be represented in a line chart over specific period of time.
Dynamic Report Generation: A utility allows users to link a dynamic report with a
system action, when the action is executed through a front end action or an
escalation or WF the report is generated for that specific record and sent as an
attachment via email, one example is PO approval, when PO is approved a signed
Purchase Order is generated and sent to the supplier for his acknowledgment.
Download all Attachments: as described, this feature makes quick work of
transferring multiple attached documents from any Maximo record in one go.
Two Factor Authentication: Increase security at login with 2 factor
authentication.
Inbox Assignments searchable: For those customers relying heavily on workflow
for day-to-day work, inboxes can often fill up to the point where they are
unusable with the available.
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